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Abstract: The problem of coordination and control of multiple rr~icro-

spacecraft (MS) moving in formation is considered. llere, each MS is model led

by a r-i.gid  body with fixed center of mass. First, various schemes for

gencratin~ the desired formation patter-ns  are discussed. l’hen, explicit

control laws for for-mation keeping and relative attitude alignment based on

near-est neighbor-tracking are derived. l’hc rlecessary data which must be

communicated between the MS to achieve cffcctivc control are cxarnincd. Tile

Ljrne-domajn behavior of the feedback-controlled MS for-mation for typical low

earth orbits is studjed both analytically and via computer simulation. l’hc

paper concludes with a discussion of the implement.ation of the derived

control laws, and the inte~r-ation of t}~c MS formation coordination and

control system

network.

1. INTRODUCTION

Recently, the

and commercial

with a proposed inter--spacecraft communicate on/computing

use of multiple microspacecraft  for future space exploration

space-based communicate on systems has been p]oposed. In

particular, the usc of multiple spacecraft for a structural link-free

illtcrferometer  irr a low earth orbit (l,EO) was first suggested by Stachnik

and hjs coworkers in 1984 [1], [2]. Its feasibility was further studied by

Johnson and Neck [31, and DeCou [41. In these works, emphasis was placed On
seeking lCJW earth orbits without. thrusting or with a minimum amount of

control effort. Moreover, only a small nurnbcr  of spacecraft was considered.

The use of a 1 arge number of spacecraft for a space-based global

communication system in l,EO such as the Iridium
Su

1.1:0 Mobile Commurlication

System has been proposed r-ccently [5]. lhesc proposals call for a fleet of

s~>acccr-aft. moving in formation in which the relative position and attitude
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between the spacecraft are closely cont,rollcd. l’here arc many possible ways

for generating and maintair~ing a given formatiorl. 10 ensure the robustness

of formation with respect to external perturbations and spacecraft

malfunctions, it is essential to maintain communication link and to monitor

the relative position and velocity between the spacecraft. Along a different

vein, the interaction dynamics of autonomous free-flying mobile robots

[61, [71, and also various s i m p l e navigation st,ratcgies for such robots

moving in formation [81, [91 have been studied recently. The simplicity of

the navigation strategies was motivated from those used by pilots in

precision formation flying of aircraft, arid also by marching bands ill an

open field. They are extremely simple and surprisingly effective. In

prccis~on flying of aircraft in formation, one or more members of the fleet

are designated as leaders, the remaining members track their nearest

neighbors according to given rules. In a marchir18 band, there arc also

designated leaders for the band who provide the basic rcfererlce paths. The

remaining members of the band navigate by tracking certain members of the

consider some of the basic problems associated with the

and control of multiple rnicrospacecraft  moving in formation,

focused on the derivation of simple, robust, implementable

for formation keeping and relative attitude alignment. Some of

band in their neighborhood (eg. the nearest and the farthest members).

Here, we

coordination

Attention is

control laws

the abovementioned concepts and approaches in deriving navigation strategies

for multiple mobile robots will be utilized in the derivation of control

laws for multiple microspacecraft  moving in for-mation. Various problems

associated with initial formation acquisition involving sequential launching

of spacecraft into appropriate orbits will not be considered here.

This paper begins with the development of suitable mathematical models for

both rotational and translational motions of micro-spacecraft. Various

scllcmes  for generating t}~c desired formation patterns are discussed. l’his is

followed by the derivation of contrc)l laws for- formation keeping and

relatjve  attitude alignment. The necessary data which must be communicated

between the MS to achieve effective control arc examined. The time-domain

behavior of the feedback-controlled MS formation for typical LEO’S is

studied both analytically and via computer simulation. The paper concludes

with a discussion of the implementation of the derived control laws, and the

intc.gration of the MS fc)rrnation coordination and control system with a

ploposcd inter-spacecraft communicatiol~/comput.i  n~ rlctwor-k.



! ?. 2. MAT1lKMATICAL  MODEL

A microspacecraft  (abbreviated by “MS” hereafter) is characterized by its

small mass and volume (less than 10 kg and 0.1 m3 respectively). It is

essentially rigid. Hence it can be mocielled by a rigid body with fixed

center of mass over a sufficiently short control time interval. In what

follows, we shall consider mathematical models for the rotational and

relative translational motions separately.

10 describe the motion of a MS fleet in formation, we regard each MS as a

point mass moving in free space unde~ the influence of a gravitational

field. We assume that, the fleet consists of N micrc)spacccraft.  We shall use

the following coordinate systems for derivirr~ the equations of motion for

the MS in the three-dimensional Euclidean space R3: (i) an inertial

coordinate system Y with orthonormal basis V = {eX, eY,eZ}; and (ii) a seto 0
of moving coordinate systems Y i= 1,...,

i’
N. The origir~ Oi and the axes of

%i are at the center of mass and along the prillcipal axes of inertia of the

~-th MS respectively.

2.1 Rotational Motion: Let Xi =- {eix,e ,eiz} denote an orthonormal  basis
iy

associated wi th the moving coordirlatc system (abbreviated by “MCS”

hereafter) 9,, and [w]i denote the representation of the vector w with

respect to basis 8 . Then the basis vectors in 11 and 7Ji are related by a
1 0

l~ncar transformation C, defined by

e = Ciex,
ix

whose representation w,

cosine matrix:

c(q) =

e = C,ey, eiz =: Ciez,
iy

i=-l, . . ..N. (1)

th respect to basis l~o is given by the directiofi

cI:4- “;:q~)~ + ~ai~~- ~q14Q(;~l;

where q ‘= [~~,qi4]7  denotes the uni
symmetric par-ameters [10] defined by

q = Ci,lJ
sin(@~/2), j =-

1 qi3 J
(2-!)

t quaternion with q being the Euler
i-l

1,2,3; qi4 = cos(@i/2), (3)

I the C ‘s are the components of the
lJ

where @ is the princ~pal angle an
1

principal vector- of rotation .!, defir~ed by

Jli = cilex + c e + c =&e +~ c -t& c (4)12 Y 13ez, il ix 12 ly 13 17”



r-~ The Euler symmetric parameter-s q sat
~J

A

sfy the constraint:

I q;, = 1, i=l,. ..,N, (5)
J=l

implying that q~ lies on t,he unit spllcre irl R4.

The time derivative of qlj is related to the angular velocity u =tie+
1 lx lx

ue+ue
ly ly 12 lZ

of the MCS Y, relative to tllc inertial coordinate system 7
0

by

where w x v and W*V denotes respect.ively the cross and scalar products of

vectors w and v in R: Equation (6) has the following matrix representation:

dqi/dt = fl([ui]~)qi, i=l,. ..,N, (6’ )

[

Q([ti,li) [ml
!W+) =  -;,

11 1-[rA) ]1” o ‘ (7)
11

where Q is defined in (2). It follows from (5) and the skew-symmetry

fl([ui]i) that system (6’ ) is Euclidcarl-norm invariant and Ilqi(t)llz

qi(t)Tqi(t)  == 1 for all t.

I.ct. d/dt. and d/dtl denote the time clerivativc  operators with respect

70 and the”MCS %i respectively; and Z)i the time derivative operator d/dt 0
the MCS %i defined by

~iW ~ dw/dti + W, X W, w C R3. (8)

The angular velocities of the MS or the MCS ?i relative to 3 are given by

the following Jiuler’s  equations rclatir~f;  the time derivative ~f the angular-

momentum Iiui with respect to Y to tile control torque Tci:
o

where 11 is the tensor of ir)ertia associated with the i-th MS; The time

derivative of Ui may also bc taken with respect. to 3 . E;quation  (9) has the
o

following represcntat~on with r-espcct- to basis Xi:
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{. where

1
11

= (I ~z- Ii Y)/I~X, Iiz = (Ii X- Ii=)/li Y, Iiq = (Ii Y- Ii X)/Ii Z, (10)

where I Ilx’ Iy and I are the principal
lZ rnorncnts of inertia of the i–th MS.

Thus the equations for the rotatiorlal motiorl of the i-th MS are given by

(6), (“1), (9), and (10).

2.2 Translational Motion: In formation kecpin~, we are inter-ested  in the

relative motion between any pair of MS. The equation of motion for the

center of mass for the i-th MS relative to any MCS Y’ is given by

dpi/dt’ +L)xp = fci+ f (11)
1 gi’

where P! is the linear momentum of the i-th MS defined by

A
Pi

[ 1
=- M~ V + u X ~, + clpi/dt’ ,

0
(12!)

where Ml is the mass of the MS; u and v are the angular velocity of
o

rotation and the velocity of the origirl of 9’ rclat.ive t.o the il~ertial

coor-dinat.e systcm Y respectively; the vector pi is the position of the MS

relative to 9’; f~i and f are the control and gravitational forces
gi

respectively; and d/tit’ is taken with respect to 7’ .

Now, consider a pair of MS label led by subscripts i and j. I,ct the moving

coordinate systcm F’ be Y aS defined earlier (See Fig.1).i I-et the vector

denote the position of the j-th MS relative to Yi. Applying (11) and
Pji
(1?.) to the i-th and J-th MS with p = O, u = u

i
and v = v

i
and

o 1 ’
identifying p with p

J
we obtail]

ji’

~i(pt) ~ dpi/dti + r.1) 1 x PI “ (fci+ fgl),

A
Pi = Mi(vi + ~i x Pi + dpi/dti) = Mivl;

~l(pj) $ dpj/dti + b) x p = (fcj+ f ),
i J 9J

A
= MJ(v~ + u~ X P +- dP /dt~).

‘J J1 Ji

Equations (13a) and (13b) imply

X)i(vi)  Q dv~/dt~ + u~ X Vi = (fCi+ fgi)/M1.

Combining (14a) and (14b) gives

I):(p, i) + ~i(vi) E (fCJ+ fgJ)/Mj,

whi ch, in view of (15), reduces to

5
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(14b)

(15)
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@Pji) = (fcj+ f ~J )/M,- (fCi+ f~i)/M 1’
(16’ )

i
where 1): denotes the time derivative operator d2/dt~ in the MCS Yi g~ven by

The vectors p can be expressed i]) terms of the basis vectors {eX,eY,e7}
JI

or {eiX,e e } associated with the inertial coordinate system 90 or the
iy’ lZ

the MCS ‘YI respectively, i.e.

Pjl ‘ P +
Jlxclx

The vector components

related by

P +P ‘ P (18)
jlyeiy +PJlzeiz “ ‘JIXeX JIYeY JIZeZ”

corresponding to ccjordinate systems ~ and Yi are
0

[EJc(qtil (19)

where C(qi) is the direction cosine matrix given by (2).

3. FORMATION KJIIiPING

The movement of a fleet of MS in formation can be achieved in many ways.

lIcre, we shall consider the simplest approach based on nearest neighbor

tracking [8]. 1 n wlla t follows, various schemes for generating

the desired format~on patterns will be discussed first. Then, control laws

for- formation keeping for particular types of desired formation patterns

will be developed.

3.1 Formation Patterns: Here, given a fleet of N microspacecraft with N z

2, we assign a proper subset of the fleet as group leaders or guardians

whose motions will serve as r e f e r e n c e  m o t i o n s  f o r the remaining MS. We

consider a few possible schemes for generating a formatiorl.

(i) l“hc MS fleet js partitioned into gr-oups g , m = 1,. ..,M. Each group

has a leader whose motion serves as a reference ~~otion for the remaining MS

in Lhat group. I.et the first member in group Y be the group leader whosenl
motion is denoted by ‘X = {r:(t) c R3: t G IT}, where ~~ = [otTl iS a ~~ven

time interval. Let themdesired motion for the second MS in V be specified
m

by

d;(t) = r:(t) + h;(t), t c iT, ( 2.0)

where h;(t) c R3 is a specified nonzero  deviation vector defined for all t c

iT. ‘Ile second MS tries to track the motion of its leader such that the norm
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of the tracking error

K;(t) $ d:(t) - r-’j(t) (21)

is within a specified bound for all t = l“l. Similarly, the desired motion

for the i-th MS in that group is giver] by

d;(t) = r;-l(t) + h;(t). (22)

The i-th MS tries to track the (i-1 )-th MS such that the Ilorm of the

tracking error

is within

Thus, for

defines a

E:(t) ~ d:(t) - rr~(t) (23)

a specified bound. Assuming zero tracking error for all MS, then

(24)

any fixed time t e ~1, the point set
K

P (t) = {r~(t),r~(t) + h~(t), . . ..r.(t) + ~“’h~(t)} (25)
m k:2

desired formation pattern at  t ime t for the gI’OUp 5 where K “, is
m’

the number of MS in S7 . Figure 2a shows a Rroup of MS moving along the same
m

circular orbit led by a group leader-. Note that the desired formation

pattern at any time t is comp]et.ely defir]cd by the motion of the leader and

the set. of all deviation vectors {h;(t), i =- ?., . . ..Km}. In more complex

situations, the deviation vector h:(t) for the i-th MS may depend on the

positions and/or velocities of its neig})bors. This leads to more complex MS

fleet dyllamiCS. It may be of interest to determine the asymptotic behavior

of the formation pattern as t--= m.

(ii) In add~tion to partitionin~  the fleet into groups as described in

(i), the fleet may also assign one or more fJeet leaders whose motions serve

as reference motions for the group Jeaders in a similar way as for a group.

A fleet leader may bc a group leader or a member’ of the fleet who does not

belong to any group. Figure 2.b sl]ows a fleet of MS consisting of three

groups. The middle group leader serves also as the fleet leader. The motions

of the fleet leaders and group leaders define a formatiorl  pattern

themselves.

(iii) In general situations, more than one MS irl the fleet may be chosen

as leaders or ~uardians  for the MS fleet. “1’heir motions serve as a “skeleton

pattern” for the fleet. The desired motion for the remaining MS may be

determined by all the MS in their specified rleighborhood.  For examPle, for

‘f
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the i-th MS, its neighbors may be either specified, or taken as the set of
I
! all thc MS which are within c-distance from the i-th MS. In the latter case,

the neighbors corresponding to any MS :ire not specified a priori, and they

may vary with time.

I.et. 9i(t) c {l,..., N}/{i} dcrrote the index set consisting of the labels of

all the neighbors of the i-th MS w})ose positic]n  at time t is ri(t).

I,ct fli(t) denote the point set {rJ(t): j c 91(t)} specifying the

pos~t.ions of all the neighbors of i--th MS. I.et pjk(t) ~ rj(t) - rk(t).

Suppose that {pjk (t), j E 9i(t), k ~ j} is linearly independent, where k is

any element in fl(t). Then the convex hull of A’i(t) (denoted by Co{#i (t)})

is a simplex. We may set the desired motion d~(t) for the i-th MS as the

barycentcr of Co{fl~(t)}, i.e.

di(t) == --; ~ rj(t), (26)
lJE9i (t)

where N1 is the number of elements in 9~(t).

~i~ul’e 2.c shows a fleet of ten MS nlovil)g in forrnatiorl.  }ICIC, the first MS

is the fleet leader, and the ncighborirlC  MS cor-respor]din.g to any MS are

specified a priori. In particular, the MS labcllcd 3,5,”/, and 9 are taken as

nei~hbors for the sixth MS whose desired position at time t is taken to be

the barycenter of the simplex formed by these four neighbors. I-”or the fifth

MS, we assign the second, sixth, and eighth MS as its neighbors. IIere, it is

desirable to use the barycenter associated with only the second and eighth

MS as the desired position for the fifth MS.

l’he choice of the barycenter of Co{h’i (t)} as all(t) is suitable for MS

fleets moving in formatjon along straightline spatial paths. It is

unsuitable for MS fleets moving in formation along curved spatial paths,

since the barycenter- of any pair of MS lies along the chord joining the

centers of mass of the MS. In this case, wc make use of (22) for specifying

di(t).

3.2 Control Laws: In what follows, we shall derive control laws for the

cases where di(t) is Civen by (26) or (22).

Case 1: Let the desired motion for the i-th MS correspond to the

baryccnter of the simplex Co(N~(t)) defineci  by (26). The tracking err-or for

the i-th MS is defined by E,(t) = di(t) - ri(t) which, in view of (26), can

be written as

‘
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(2-f)

Making use of (16’), we obtain the following differential equation for E :i

(28)

To derive a control law for i,hc i-th MS, wc consider the following

positive definite function of (Ei,~i) defined On R6:

(29)

l“he time rate-of-change of Vil along any trajectory of (28) is given by

+“ {11-. .—. (fqJ/Mj- f#Mi + Uj)
‘1 J = $i(t)

In the derivation of (30), we have used (9) to eliminate the term d~,/dtl in

(28). Now, if we set

-.

where Kzi is a posit

LJi* F;i)u + (Kll+ lIw/12)E + K i (31)
1 1 21 i’

ve constant > 0, tl)ell

dV~l/dt = -K2illil112 ~ O. ( 3?.)

ID physical implementation, it is ciesirat)le  to express the control law in

terms of the variables referenced with respect to the body coordinate system

of the MS. For control law (31), jts representation with respect to basis fli

= {e ,eiY,elz } of the MCS 31 has the form:
ix

[Uci)i = {Bl( [tilli) + (Kl~+ II@)[Il - [Wlli[~iJ;}[Eili+  Q([~J1li)I’;,:[Tcill

9
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‘ N 1 ([Au:,Ii+ [UCjll) + K2&li> i = 1>. ..,N, (33)
1 j c9i(t)

where

(34)

and Au 1 ~ f~j/M - fgi/Mi = AU1 + Aui + Aui
gJ J

; [11 denotes the 3 x
gxjelx gYJel Y gzjelz

3 identity matrix. For this control law, the cquatioi~  for [Ei]i of the

corresponding feedback-controlled system is giver] by

(35)

Sir]ce Q([oi]i)  is skew-symmetric, all solutions- [Ei,~ili(t)-–- (0,0) c RG as

t-smfor anyK1i, K2i > 0.

In the special case where the MS ar-e identical and move in a gravitational

field which is essentially uniform over the spatial region containing the MS

fleet, the term Aui in (33) can be neglected.
9J

Case 2: We assume that each MS moves in :i lEO, and the desired motion for

the i-th MS is given by

di(t) = r ~-l(t) + hi(t), (36)

where hi(t) is a specified deviation vcci.or. Here, the tracking error is

defined by El(t) ~ di(t) - rl(t). Thus,

E,(t) = ri-l (t) + hi(t) - ri(t) = p + hi(t).
(i-l)i

(37)

Using (17), we obtain the following differential equation for Ei:

where

(39)

Assuming a central Newtonian gravitat.io[lal force field, the gravitational

force acting on the k-th MS has the form:

f=- JIMkrk/llrkll: (40)
gk

where p is the geocentric gravitational constant (the product of the

C1avitational constant and the mass of the Earth); r~ is the vector

10
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, specifying the position of the mass center of the k-th MS relative to the.
i inertial frame; and llr~ll the Euclidean r~orm of r I,et Cri = rl/llrlll. We can

k“

r = IIrilleri= llrill{ (eri”cix)e~x+ (cpioe ~Y)elY+ (c ● eiZ)cl Z}) ,r=ri+p1 ri J1’

(41)

FOX- a fleet of LF;O MS moving ~n formation at approximately the same

altitude, we have llrill/llr II = 1. l’bus, the components of (f /M
1-1 g(l-1) 1-1-”

fgi/Mi) in (38) with respect to basis Xi can be approximated by

(f /M - f~i/Mi)i~
g(l-1) 1-1

= u~o{llrill(e ● eik) - (llrill/llr~-lll)3(p(i_l)ik+  llrill(eri*elkl)}
ri

= -k?p k =“ X,Y,7,,
iO (i-l)ik’

(42)

lo(t) = p/llri(t)113where W2 is the orbital ar]gular speed of the i-th MS about

the origin of the inertial coordinate system 9. at. time t. Substitutir~g  (42)

into (38) and making usc

lead to

.
of the ide!~tity Uix (oi,x Ei) = (Oio Ei)ui - llui112Ei

.
XE + (oi*Ei)u + (U2 - llL)i112)E

i 1 10 1

hi) + u:oh~ + UC(l-ll- uci.

(43) can be approximated by
.

X E + (ui”Ei)u + (U2 - llui112)E
1 i io i

(43)

= q(hi) + (h, i t] - u (44)’
C(i-1) Ci”

10 der-ive a control law for the i-th MS, we consider again the positive

definite function Vii defined by (2.9). }Icre, dVil/dt iS given W

dVil/dt = $+{ll:(hi) + u:Ohi + Uc(i-l)- UCi- I~%oi x (I~LJi) ‘“ ~Ci) x ‘i

- 2oi x $ -- (ui*Ei)ui - (U:O- IIu1112--  Kil)Ei}

= 5“{20i x ii + ;ll + (Lj”(h - Ei)hi + (tf’0-llui112) (hi- El)1

+ u - u + I~%~~i x (Iiwi) + Tci) X (h- Ei) + K1iEi}, (45)
C(i-1) cl 1

where ~1 =’ dhi/dti and ;~i = d7hi/dt~. Now, if we set
1

11

(d6)



. I where Kzi is a positive constant > 0, then
,

(47)

The above control law has the following representation with respect to basis

Bi of the MCS Fi:

(48)

As in Case 1, the equation for ~ ~ corresponding to the feedback-[E 1

controlled system is given by (35).

Remark 1: Control laws (31) and (46) are model dependent in the sense that.

they depend on the parameters of the model. They correspond to

state-feedback linearization controls which involve partial cancellation of

the terms in (28) and (44). Assuming perfect cancellation, there is no

coupling between the equations for the trackins  errors of MS given by (35).

In physical situations, perfect cancellation is not achievable due to

~naccurate  knowledge of the model parameter- values, sensor errors, and

actuator saturation. Therefore it is of importance to determine the effect

of imperfect cancellation on the behavior of the feedback-controlled system.

Here, we model this imperfection by introducing a persistent. disturbance N

in (35)

We requ

C>o,

and

as follows:

till + (K2i[Il + 2Q([ui]i(t

== N(t, [r+t)]~,

x-e that, the zero state of

here exist two positive

))[ii]i +Kll[Ei]i

P,, (t )] i, [uCJ(t) li, [Elli, [~i Ii). (49)

(49) to be totally stable, i.e. given any

lumbers 61(c) and dz(c) such that if

ll([Eil i,[ijli)(o)ll < 31(C), (50)

llN(t, [oi(t)] l, [pjl(t)]i, [uCj (t )] i, [El ]i, [fii]i)ll < 32(c) (51)

tO (f19) satisfY

II

for ll([El]i,  [fii]i (t)ll < c and all t > 0, then the corresponding solutions

[Ei]~, [~;il~)(t)ll  < c for all t a O. (52)

Since Iiil is a skew-symmetric matrix, the zero state of (35) is uniformly

asymptotically stable for any Kll, K2i > 0. l’hen, it follows from a

well-known theorem of Malkixl [11] that the zero state of (49) is totally

stable.j
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Remark 2: Note that control laws (33) (resp. (46)) for the i-th MS require
.

the knowledge of its OWIl attitude COIltIOl law rc~ and the control laws u CJ
of all its neighbors (resp. (i-1 )-th MS). I’he latter information must be

transmitted to the i-th MS. Note also that control law (46) can be rewritten

as

(46’ )

The term (Yl~(hi) + u~ohi) in (46’ ) represents a feed-forward control. When

the norm of this term is large, the norr(t of Uci is also large, which is

undesirable. This situation may be alleviated by replacing the term by a

suitable scalar multiple of (~;(hi) + ti~ohi). In the important special case

where the MS move in a circular Lk:O and the deviation vector h, rotates

about the Earth’s center with arlgular velocity u Z(.J then l!)~(h~) + u~Oh~
1 10’

~ O or hiis close to a soll~tion of the simple harmonic oscillator equation

d2hi/dt2 + u>! = O.
0

3.3 Formation Pattern Stability: Given a fleet of N microspacecr-aft  each

having its own desired motion d, = d,(t) defined for all t ~ O, the

formation pattern at time t for the fleet is specified by the point set ~’(t)

= {cii(t), i = 1,... ,N}. We introduce an error measure A(t) for the MS fleet

with respect to T(t) as follows:

N

(1 1
1 /2

A(t) = {mlillEi(t) [12 + 02illii(t)  112} ,
1:-1

(53)

where o- and m
11 ~i are specified positive weighting coeff~cients.  We define

stability of a desired formation pattern as follows:

Definition: A given desired formation 7’ = ~’(t), t z O, for the MS fleet is

said to be stable, if given any real number c > 0, there exists a 6 > 0 suci)

that A(t) < 6 =+ A(t) < c for all t ? O. If, in addjt.ion,  b(t)-~o as t--~~,

then the desired formation pattern is said to be a.synfptotically stable.

It is evident from (35) that if each MS applies control law (33) or (46),

then the desired formation pattern is asymptotically stable. Here,

asymptotic stability is only local in the sense that the convergence of A(t)

to O as t m is attained if the deviation of the initial format~orl  pattern

at t = O from the desired one is sufficiently small. In physical situations,

the possibility of collision betwccrl MS must also be corrsldered.

4. ATTITUDE CONTROL

Let the desired attitude and angular velocity of the i-th MS at ti~~c t

13
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● . relative to the inertial coordinate system Y be specified respectively by
.,

the MCS %;(t) and u~(t),
o

which may depend on the attitude and angular

velocity of its neighbors. For example, the desired attitude and angular

velocity of the i-th MS correspond exactly to ~ ~_l(t) and ui_l(t)

respectively. A more complex situation involves MS moving in I.EO where the

desil-ed attitude and angular velocity of the i-th MS are related to the

attitude and angular velocity of the (i-1 )-th MS by a specified rotation and

angular velocity increment Aui respectively. In the foregoing situations, it

is of interest to control the relative attitudes anti angular velocities

between the MS. In physical situations, the measurement or estimation of

spacecraft attitude and arlgular velocities with respect to an inertial

coordinate system can be performed usinz star trackers and/or- sun sensors.

The measurement and estimation of the relative attitude and angular

velocities of spacecraft require more complex sensor and estimation systems.

Therefore it is of interest to derive corltrol  laws which are expressed in

terms of the instantaneous attitude and angular velocity of each MS with

respect to the inertial coordinate system Y . In what follows, we shall
o

derive control laws for the i-th MS which are expressed in terms of the

instantaneous attitudes and angular velocities of the MS relative to the

inertjal coordinate system 3 or relative to the MCS Y
o 1“

Let the unit quatcrnion  cor-responding to ?~(t) relative to tl]e inertial

coordinate system 90 be denoted by q:(t) = [~~(t),q~q(t)]!  We assume that q:

and tit are consistent in the sense that they satisfy

and

d(Iiu;)/dt  = I~du;/dt + u: x (Iiu:) ~ T:i,
o 0

We introduce the deviations

Evidently,

(54)

(55)

(56)

(57)

10 derive an attitude cent!-ol law, we consider the following positive

definite function Vii defir~cd on R-l:

14
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v =KV’+V”11 11’ (58)
ql 11

where K is a given positive constant and
qi

(59)

The time derivatives of V’ and V’
11

along the solutions of the equations for
11

(6q~,3ui) are given by

dVli/dt = -Kui6u\

Thus Vii(t) s Vii(0) for

ll~tii(t)ll  for all t > 0. From

dzV11/dt2 = -2Ku,dV~i/dt

(64)

all t > 0 jmplyinE uniform boundedness  of

(64), we have

(65)

ld2Vli/dt21 S 2Kul(Kqilltiqiq~:-  q:,~~i + $ X ~qillll~oill ~ Kui601cIidwi)

s 2Kul(Kql116uill + K@itiui*Ii6ul). (66)

Since ll~ul(t)ll Is uniformly bounded for all t>o, d2V11/dt2 is also

uniformly bounded. Collsequently  dV1l/dt is uniformly continuous for t z O.

From Bar-balat’s Lemma [Ip,], we conclude that (dV1l/dt)(t) –GO as t -*-co, or

ul(t)--u~(t.) as t+m. But it does not follow that tiqi4(t) -*0 and ~~i(t)->

o as t–+u).

1 5
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To proceed further, we make use of the fact that the quaternion  (A~i,Aqia).
,

of’ the desired attitude or p: r e l a t i v e  to Y ~ is related to the quaternions

~ (~~,q~d) for ~~, and (~i, qi, ) for 91 relat,ive to the inertial coordinate

system %0 by [131

(6-/)

When yi coincides with Y; (i.e. 6; =’ O and ?iqiq =. O), we have A~ = O and1 i
Aqla = 1, Now, making use of the identity

control law (63), in view of (67), can be rewritten as:

(68)

(69)

which, except for the addition of -~~~ x (I*6tii)/2 term and I in the last

term, has the same f-orm as that proposeci by Wen and Krcutz-~elgado  [141.

It can be verified that, their result (“1’hcorem ‘2 with corrections [15] and

minor- modifications) is applicable to control law (69), l’hus , wc conclude

that Aql(t) and 6oi(t)->0  as t---m for any positive K and K Moreover,
ql cdl”

if

6u$O)* Ii6ui(0)/2 < 2Kqi(l + Aqi4(0)), (“/0)

the rate of convergence is exponential.

Remark 3: Global exponential convergence can be achieved by adding a

nonlinear term to control law (69), i.e.

where R is a given positive
1

Thus , Vii(t) s Vli(0)exp(-min{~i,  Kui}t.) for- all t 2 0. Her-c, although the

convergence rate is determined only by ~1 and Ktii, the effective nonlinear

gain (tiqz + ll~~i112)/(6ui~Ii6ul) may be
i4

lar~e, whi ch may resul t i n

undesirable large magnitude control torques.

Now, consider an alternate

control law similar to ti~at

nol~lincar transformation from

approach to the derivation of an attitude

used in [161 and [171. I,ct z = z(q) be a

the unit sphere in R4 into R“ defined by

16



z(q) = [ql/q4, q2/q4, q3/q4]T, (73)

where q = [ql, q2, q3, q41T The vectors zi~ z(qi) correspond to the Gibbs

vector or Cayley-Rodrigucs  parameter-s [II]. Again wc consider the quatcrnion

(A~i,Aqld) of the desired attitude or 9; re]ativc to 9 We define Azi =
1“

A<l/Aqid. It can be readily verified that

dAzi/dt = (?iui - 6ui X Azi + (6(J,* k)Azi)/~. ( 7 4 )

Consider the functional

v = KZIAZiO Azi + Vii,2i (75)

11 is defined in (59), and K=! is a given positive constant. 13ywhere V“

direct computation using (74), we obtain

d(KZiAzi* Azi)/dt = Kz~(l + l!Azi112)Azi*  6ui, (76)

which, ~n view of

dV2i/dt = au,.

(61), leads to

{K=,i(l + llAzi112)Az  + -Cd - z - (u: x (Iitiui))/2}.i (77)Ci Ci

Now, if we set

d
-c = T + Kzi(l + llAzi112)Az
cl Ci

~- (0; x  (Ip,))/2.

-  KwiIi3y’2 -  KZ111AZi1121,~Ui/(aUiOIi6b~i  ) , (78 )

then

dV2i/dt = -V -- Kti)lV2 ~ -nlin{Kw1,1}V21.
11 (79)

Thus , V2i(t) s V21(0) exp(-min{Kui,  l}t) for all tzo, implying

exponential stability of the equilibrium state (Az aui) = (0,0).
1’

Remark 4: The Gibbs vector becomes sincular when the rotation angle is arl

odd multiple of n. Thus , control law (78) is useful for small angle

maneuvers. This limitation does not occur in control laws (69) and (71).

Now, we apply the foregoing controls to the special case where q; = qi ~

+ Aqi and w: = u + Au1-1
where Aq and Au

1’ 1
are specified consistent

1
increments. For this case,

6qi=qil+Aqi-q=[;
. .

+ Aq
~

1 1-1 i -- q~)q[i-1)4 + Aqi4- q141,

awi = w +Au-ui-1 i 1“
(80)

Thus , control law (63) takes on the form

T = K~l{-(q( i-1)4+ Aqi4)&i + q (; “c1 + Aqi)} + I-
14 i-1

+ Iid(Aoi)/dt
C(i-1) 0

1 -[



5. IMPLEMENTATION OF CONTROL LAWS

We observe that the implementation c)f contro

(81)

law (33) (resp. (48)) for

formation keeping requires a knowledge of [El]i, ~ ~,[k 1 [~l; [71 and

[Uc,li for j E $!(t) (resp. [Uc(l-l)]i) at any time t. The qlaltiti~~ l[E ]

and [fiil~ can be determined from [p,i]i and [~ ,ill which require measurem~n~

of the position and velocity of the j-th neighboring MS relative to the i-th

MS. These quantities can also be obtairled by transmitting the position and

velocity of the j-th neighboring MS to t.hc i-th MS. Also, the control of the

j-th MS at any time must also be transmitted to the i-th MS. When one or

more MS failure occurs, one may adopt the following backup schemes for

control law implementation depending on the nature of failure:

(i) Inter-spacecraft Communicate on System Failure: One may obtain

estimates of [p,lli and [~ jili by using on-board optical range sensors, or

by setting the relative position and velocity between the failed and active

MS at their nominal values temporarily until the failure is recovered.

(ii) Overall Spacecraft Failure: Here the failure is sufficiently severe

such that the MS is no longer useful. In this case, the MS should be removed

from the formation by deorbit.ing or by manual retrieval. If the failed

MS is not replaced, then it is necessary to reconfigure the formation. l’he

corltrol laws for steering the remaininz active MS from the old to the new

formation requires separate consideration. This aspect will be discussed

elsewhere.

We note also that in the derivation of foregoing control laws, no

constra~nt,s have been imposed on the magnitude of the control variables. In

the presence of bounded controls, one expect that the rate of decay of

ll([Eili, [ii]~)(t)ll and ll(~wi, ~qi)(t)ll to zero would be reduced when one or

more of the control variables takes on its extreme values.

I;inal]y,  in physical situations, it is llecessary  to consider discrete-time

versions of the proposed control laws. In view of the limited fuel on--board,

it is generally undesirable to have continuously acting controls. Therefore

the system response correspondirlg  to the control laws derived here serves as

a basis for comparison between the idealized and the actual responses.

18
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60 FLEET COORDINATION

For a fleet of MS, one may require comlplete autonomy in each MS in the

sense that all the decisions for determining its future behavior are made

on-board without the assistance of external agents. Although this approach

Provides enhanced operational reliability, it may not be cost. effective

since each MS must contain all the essential hardware and software for

coordination and control. An alternative approach is to require each MS to

have only the basic hardware and software for attitude control and orbital

maneuvering. The more complex tasks in fleet coordination and control are

shared by all the MS in the fleet. Moreover, some of the MS may be equipped

with special hardware and software to perform particular tasks for the

entire fleet. In what follows, we shall describe a particular scheme for

fleet coordination with the aid of a simple example.

Consider a fleet of ten MS moving in a formation pattern shown in I;i.g.2c.

}fere, only the fleet leader-, the eighth and terlth MS arc equipped with

inertial guidance hardware and software for determining t}~eir position with

respect to a specified inertial frame. The remaining MS are equipped only

with sensors for determining the displacements and attitudes relative to the

fleet leader or their neighbors.

The fleet coordinatiorl is achieved with the aid of an inter-spacecraft,

communication network (eg. radio or optical links). This network has the

following basic functions:

(i) Communicating the necessary data for fleet formation-keeping and

relative attitude control;

(ii) Linking the computers in the MS to form a distributed computing

network thereby increasing the computational capability of the MS fleet for

more computational intensive tasks such as on-board image processing.

In the realization of the first function, each fleet leader broadcasts its

position and attitude with respect to a specified inertial frame, and the

remaining MS broadcast their positions and velocities relative to their

1 caders to achieve formatiorl alignment. Moreover, when certain MS

malfunctions, the fleet leaders may transmit the instructions for

r-econfiguring  the formation to the rcmaininz  MS. In the case where a fleet

of MS is used for planetary exploration, certain tasks such as concerted

mapping using multiple cameras in the MS require the communication of

attitude alignment information between t}]c MS. The second function permits

the performance of complex tasks which cannot be performed by a single MS.
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7, sIMULATION STUDY

The main objective of this simulatiorl study is to determine the

performance  of the proposed control laws for formation keeping and attitude

regulation  in the presence of actuator saturation, variations in spacecraft

parameters, and loss of commun~cation between MS.

First, wc consider a simple case involving a fleet of four microspacecraft

whose desired motions are along an inclined circular orbit O about the
1

Earth as sketched in Fi.g.3. For convenience, wc inttoduce  a geocentric fixed

cartesian coordinate frame 3 with origin O at the Earth’s center along with
o

a spherical coordinate system (r,O,@) with orthonormal basis {e ,e e }. Let
0’ $

the first MS be the fleet leader movinz in orbit 01 with incl~natjon an~le

(Tr/2 - p ~,,c) and ascending node along the Y-axis. Its motion in spherical

coordinates is given by

rl(t) = r Eli(t) = cos-l{cos(wi nc)cos(o - Uot)},
0’ 0

@l(t) = tar~-l{-tan(OO- uOt)/sin(vi,,C)}, (82)

where r is a given orbital radius, and u = J“”-p/r~.
0

‘I’he i-th follower MS

tries to track the (i-1)-th MS alon~ the sa~e orbit with a fixed angle AO in

the orbital plane, i.e.

r;(t) = r O:(t) = cos-]{cos  (V1nC)cos(Oi-l(t )-AO)},
0’

@~(t) = tan-l{-tan(Ol-l(t)-AO)/sirl(pinC  )}, i = 2,3,4. (83)

Here, for simplicity, we have set the desired orbital radius for all MS to

r. Since the desired orbit 01 is circular,
o

we adopt control law (48) for

formation keeping, where the deviation vectors hi(t.) are given by

}lz[t) = (-2rosin(pinC )sin(dO/2.)sin(OO-  ~~Ot - Ao/2)c x

-- 2rOsin(A0/2.)cos(o - w t - AO/2)cy
0 0

+  2rOcos(V ~nC)sin(AO/?.)sin(OO-  uot -- AO/2)e ;z

hi(t) = (-2rosin(W ~nC)sin(hO/2)sin(00-  wot - iAO/2)e x

-- 2rOsin(A0/2)cos(0  - uot - iAO/2,)cY
0

+ 2rocos(Wir,C )sin(AO/2)sin(00- oot - iAO/2)e i =’ 3,4.
z’

Evidently, hi(t) satisfies

d21~i(t)/dt~  + $)i(t) = O

for all t and i = 2,3, fl,5,

(84)

(85)

(86)

L
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To specify the desired attitude of the i-th MS, we introduce the (l-2-3)

Euler angles (EI ~,Wi,@i) corresponding to a rotation of Gi about the X-axis

followed by a rotation of W about the rotated Y-axis, and a rotation of @

about the rotated Z-axis. E\idently,
1

the desired Euler angles for the i-th

MS are:

O;(t,) = E)l(t) - AO; ~’:(t) =  Wlr,c; o:(t) = o, i = 3,4. (87)

The corresponding direction cosine matrix has the form:

C(o:(t),  v’:(t), o:(t))

[

Cos(pinc) sin(WinC )sin(O~ (t)) -sin(vi nC)cos(O~(t))

= o Cos(o: (t)) sin(@~(t))

1

(88)

sin(qinc)  --cos(Vi nC)sin(O~(t)) Cos(vinc )cos(E@

Thus , the desired attitude of the i-th MS can be expressed in terms of the

following quaternions:

q~l(t) = sin(O~(t)/2)cos(Ti~C/2), q~z(t) = cos(O~(t)/2)sin(p1nC/2),

q~~(t) = sin(@~(t)/2.)sin(plnC/2), q:4(t) = cos(E);(t)/2)cos(winc/2),

Assuming that

constant angular

given by

i =2,3,4 (89)

we require every MS to spin about its z-axis with

speed u the desired angular velocity for the i-th MS is
s’

( = ~ocos(vinc)ex  + tiOsin(v~,lC)ez  + ti)ed
d

=ued +-we
s iz 0 ix s iz’

(90)

,Z} corresponds to the basis of the body coordinate systemwhere {cd ,ed ,ed
l x iy

3: associated with the i-th MS with the desired attitude.

Figure ~ shows a typical time-domain response of the MS fleet with

formation-keeping control law (f18) and attitude control law (69). “1’he MS

parameter values used in the simulation study are given in Table 1. E“igure 5

shows the corresponding time-domain response when actuator saturation is

introduced. It can be seen

of actuator saturation as

of the MS fleet with the

the loss of communication

do not differ significantly from those shown in Fi~.4. Next, the effect of

inertia perturbations on the time-domain response of the MS fleet was

studied. It was found that the qualitative behavior of the response is

that the error decay is prolonged in the presence

expected. The corresponding t~me-domain  response

[u~(i-l)li term in (48) set to zero (to simulate

between the MS) was also determined. l’hc results

2.1
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. essentially  identical to that of the urlperturbed case. Figure 6 shows

typical results for the case where the actual values of I I and I
xl’ yl’ Zi

are 2/3 of those used in attitude control law computation. l“he observed

robustness of quat,ernion-feedback attitude cent.I-ol laws with respect to

inertia perturbations was discussed earlier in [141, [171-[191. Finally, the

time-domain response of the MS fleet was computed for the case with attitude

control law (69) but with proportional-plus-rate formation-keeping control

law given by

(91)

where the values of K and K are identical to those used in Fig.4. It was
11 21

found that the response does not differ significantly from those shown in

Fig. 4, although there are noticeable perturbations in the control forces

(see Fig.7).

Next, we consider a more complex formatior] consisting of five MS moving in

formation. As in the previous case, the fjrst MS is the fleet leader whose

motion is specified by orbit 01 given by (82.). l’he second and third MS try

to move along the same orbit 01 as i]) the previous case. ‘Ile desired motions

for the fourth and fifth MS correspond to two circular orbits with the same

inclination angle (rr/2 - v ), but with ascending nodes at (r,O,@) =
1 nc

(r0,n/2,A@) and (r0,rr/2,-A@) respectively, where A@ is a given positive

angle < rr/2. The desired motions of the centers of mass of the second and

th~rd MS in the spherical coordinates are given by (83). But the desired

motions for the fourth and fifth MS in spherical coordinates are given by

r:(t) = r:(t) = r , o:(t) = o;(t) = cos-l(cos(win/cos(02(t))  ,
0

{

sin(O (t))cos(A@)  + cos(02( t) )sin(A@)sin(Wi nc)
@:(t) = tan-l —-—2- -—---7— ------ ----

}sin(02{t))sln(A@) - cos(02( t) )-cos-(A@~si–ni~~-)-  ; (92)

{

-s.tn(92(t  ))cos(A@)+  cos(02(  t) )sirl(A@)sin(qi ~C)
o:(t) = tan-l —. T. —.. —.— .— —. —--- _—..._

}sln(02ft  )]sin(A~~-i”-c”;s (02(t) )cos(A-7~)sin(pi  r,C ~- “

The desired (1-2-3) Eu)er angles for the MS are given by

o:(t) = Q:(t) = o%(t), v:(t) = w:(t) = win=,

Oj(t) == A@, O:(t) = -A@.

Figure 7 shows an exaggerated sketch of tl]e desired orbits of

under the assumption that the tracking errors of all follower-

Note that in (93) only the desired azimuttl arl~les depend on the

22

(93)

the MS fleet

MS are zero.

those of the
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neighboring MS, while the desired elevations angles are absolute. lhe

desired attitude of the fourth MS can be expressed in terms of the following

~~aternions:

q:4(t)  = {1 +- cos(A@)cos(q  ) - sin(A@)sin(p  )sin(02(t))
1 nc 1 nc

+ cos(92(t))(cos(A@  + cos(9inC))}l’2/2; (94a)

q~l(t) = {sin(A@)sin(pinC )cos(EJ2(t)) + sin(02(t))(cos(A@)

+ Cos(pinc ))}/’(4q:4(t)); (94b)

q~2(t) = {sin(9 ~nc)(l + cos(A@)cos(02(t))) - sin(A@)sin(02(t))}/(4q~4  (t));

(94C)
q~~(t)  = {cos(A@)sin(pinc)sin(02(t) )

+ sin(A@)(cos(02(t))  + cos(pinC))}/(4q~4(t)). (9Qd)

The quaternions corresponding to the desired attitude of the fifth MS have

the same form as (92) except with A@ replaced by -A@.

As in the previous case, we require each MS spins about its z-axis with

constant angular speed u . Thus, u~(t.), i =2,3,4,5, are also given by (90).

The deviation vectors h:(t) for the second and third MS are given by (84)

and (85) as in the previous case, }Iere, both the fourth and fifth MS try to

align with the position of the second MS. l’bus, the deviation vector- h~(t)

is given by

h#) = ro{((l - cos(A@) )sin(vinC)cos(O - Wot - 2AO)
o

+ sin(A@)sin(O - u t -- 2Ao))cX
0 0

+ (sin(A@)sin(v )cOs(OO- Uot - 2AO)1 nc

+ (COS(AO) - l)sin(Oo- ~)Ot - 2AO))CY}. (95)

l“hc deviation vector il~(t) has the same form as (94) except with A@ replaced

by -A@. Evidently, l~i(t) satisfies (86) for i = 2,3,4)5.

Figure 8 shows a typical time--domain response of the MS fleet with

formation keeping control law [48) and attitude control law (69) in

the presence of actuator saturation. The qualitative behavior of the

response is similar to that in the simple case involving four MS.

8. CONCLUDING REMARKS

In this paper, control laws for a fleet of MS moving in formation have

been derived based on nearest-neighbor tracking usinc a simplified model for

a rifg~d MS. These control laws reclujrc the knowledge of the rclatjvc

displacements and attitudes of the MS and its nciZ}lbors.  Simulation results

2.3
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based on a generic MS model showed that tile derived control laws are

effective in formation and relative attitude alignment provided that the

magnitude of the initial deviation from the desired

small so that collisions between the MS do not occur.

MS move in formation along LEO, simulation results

proportional-plus-rate formation-keeping control law

values for the

Finally, in

time-delay and

not beerr taken

structure of

state is sufficiently

In the case where t.hc

showed that a simple

with properly chosen

feedback gains provides good time-domain behavior.

this work, important factors such aS data processing

time discretization  arisin~ in physical implementation have

into consideration. Nevertheless the results reveal the basic

the control laws and the required inter-spacecraft data

required for their implementation. Finally, the problems associated with the

physical implementation of the control laws in terms of the state-of-the-art

hardware and fuel consumption for control are not considered here, and they

require further study.
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Mi (mass of MS) -- 10 kg.

I ix (moment of inertia about x-axjs) -- 0.3646 kg m2.

I ~Y (moment of inertia about y-axjs) -- 0,2734 kg mz.

I ~Z (moment of inertia about z-axis) -- 0.3125 kg mz.

r. (desired orbital radius of MS) -- ‘/.13814 x 10G m.

(1)= rp/r~ (orbital angular speed of fleet leader) --0
0.001 rad/see,

O. (desired spin speed about. z-axjs) --- 0.01 rad./sec

v = 7r/2 - ~nclination  an~le of reference orbits
i nc

A@ (azimuthal angle associated witi~ Llle ascending
orbits) -- 0.2 rad.

AO (MS separation angle) -- u/12(1 r“aci.

-- 8.27r/180 rad.

node of refcrencc

I“able 1 Values of microspacecraft  and orbital parameters for simulation
study.
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Figure Captions

Fig. 1

Fig.2

Fig. 3

F~g. 4

Fig. 5

F“jg. 6

Fig.’/

Fig. 8

Fig. 9

Sketch of inertial and moving coordinate systems.

Examples of formation patterns.

Four microspacecraft  moving alorlg an inclined orbit about the Earth.

lime-domain response of the MS fleet with formation keeping contro
law (48) and attitude control law (69) with Kli= 0.5, Kzi= 2..0, Kui=

1.5, K =0.4, i = 2,3,4; MS 1 (solid curves); MS 2 (dash-dot curves)
qi

MS 3 (dashed curves). Initial states for MS:

[El(o),$(o)l = [1 0.5 -“0.5, 0001; [01(0)11 = [0.01 0.01 0.011;

ql(o) = [O.; 0 . 2  0 . ’ 2  0 . 9 3 8 0 8 3 1 ;

[E2(o),i2(o)l = [-1 1 -1, 0001; [U2(0)12 = [-0.01 0.01 -0.011;

q2(o) = [-0:2  0 . 1 5 - 0 . 1  0 . 9 6 3 0 6 8 ] ;

[K3(o),i3(o)13 = [0.5 -1 0.5, 0 0 01; [U3(0)I = [0.01 0-0.011;
3

q3(o) = [-0.1 0.1 0.1 0.984885-/];

F’ig. 4a: Positional tracking errors (m) of MS vs. time.
Fi.g.4b: Angular velocities (m/see) of MS vs. time.
Fig.4c: Quaternions of MS vs. tin,e.
Fig.4d: Control forces (N) of MS vs. time.
F’ig.4e: Control torques (N.rn) of MS vs. time.

Time-domain response of the MS fleet with formation keeping control
law (48) and attitude control law (69) in the presence of actuator
saturation,’ and with gains and initial states given in Fig,4; MS 1
(solid curves); MS 2 (dash--dot curves); MS 3 (dashed curves).
Saturation levels: If ~ijl = 1 N; l~cljl

X,y,z.

Time-domain response of the MS fleet
law (48) and attitude control law (69)
turbations, and with gains and initial
values for I I and I arc 2/3 of

xl’ yi’ 71
computation; MS 1 (solid curves); MS 2.
curves).

Plot of control forces for- the case wit

s 0.05 N.m., i = 2,3,4; J =“

with formatiorl keeping control
in the presence of inertia per-
states given in Fig,4. Actual
those used in control law

(dash-dot curves); MS 3 (dashed

h proportional-plus-rate
formation-keeping control law (91) and attitude control law (69) in
the presence of actuator satur-ation,  and with Cains, initial states,
and saturation levels given in Figs,4 and 5. MS 1 (solid curves);
MS 2 (dash-dot curves); MS 3 (dashed curves).

l;xaggerated  sketch of the reference orbits of five microspacecr-aft
moving in formation about the Earth.

lime-doma~n response of the MS fleet with formation keeping control
law (48) and attitude control law (69) with Kli= 0.5, Kzi= 2.0, Kui=

1.5, Kqi= 0.4, i = 2,3,fl; MS 1 (solid curves); MS 2 (dash-dot curves);

MS 3 (dashed curves); MS 4 (long-dashed curves).

2“f
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Fig.9 (Continued)

[El(0),~l(O)l = [52-5,0001; [Ul(o)ll  = [0.02 0.020,02);

ql(o) = [0.: 0.1 0.2 0,9273618];

[E2(o),i2(o)l = [-5 -“33, 0001; [02(0)12  = [-0.01 0.015 -0.01];2
q2(o)  = [-0.’2 0.2 0.3 0.91104331;

[E3(0),fi3(0)13  = [0.5 -1 0.5, 0 0 01; [03(0)13 

= [0.01 o -0.()]s];

q3(o) = [0.1 0.2 0.2 0(953939?1;

= [-0,1 -0.2 0.15 0.9630681;

Positional tracking errors (m) of MS vs. time.
Angular velocities (m/see) of MS vs. time.
Quaternions of MS vs. time.
Control forces (N) of MS vs. time.
Control torques (N.m) of MS vs. time.

[E4(0),E4(0)I 4
= [1.55-3, 0001; [04(0)14 = [0.015 -0.01 -0,01];

q4(o)

Fig.9a:
Fig. 9b:
Fig. 9c:
Fig. 9d:
Fig. 9e:
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